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"Your Fatwa Does Not Apply Here":
International Law and the Opponents of "Holy Wars"

Karima Bennoune*

I have been doing research on questions about civil society opposition to fundamentalism in diverse Muslim majority context around the world for about the last five years. I did all of this to write a book, Your Fatwa Does Not Apply Here: Untold Stories from the Fight Against Muslim Fundamentalism.¹ I am very grateful to the other symposium participants because I do not have to explain what Fatwa means—they have covered that. One of the things that often gets lost in all of the discussion about so-called holy war and terrorism, is that there are so many people of Muslim heritage around the world who are standing up to oppose this violence and the fundamentalist ideology that underlies it. In fact, they have been the first ones to do so, which gets left out of the discussion way too often.

I will tell a little story by way of example, which also explains how I personally came to this work. I always say that I did not choose to work on this. Unfortunately, this topic came to me, as it did to so many families in Muslim majority contexts. My father, Dr. Mahfoud Bennoune, was an Anthropologist in Algeria.² Like so many other people in his country, throughout the 1990s Jihadist violence, he spoke out against extremism and also about how the Government responded to it. He did that in the face of the awful violence that claimed the lives of as many as 200,000 people. So, it is always important to remember that when we talk about so-called holy war, it is not at all a theoretical issue. It is an issue that has a very direct impact on the human rights and the lives of thousands of people around the world.

In the face of the violence claiming all of these lives and despite death threats, my father, like so many other Algerian intellectuals, repeatedly denounced terrorism and the extremist ideas that underlie it in the press. For example, he wrote and signed his name to a 1994 series of articles in the
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Algerian newspaper *El Watan* entitled “How Fundamentalism Produced a Terrorism Without Precedent.” In those articles, he said something that I think sadly remains all too relevant today. He said:

> We are in the presence of a radical break, with the true Islam as it was lived by our ancestors. The fundamentalist terrorism that ravages and brings grief to the country on a daily basis is driven by new and foreign values that have been manufactured by fundamentalist gurus and have nothing to do with the claimed cultural continuity.

To me, that is a very important concept when we think about this new modern form of so-called holy war, and so-called jihad.

One of the things I have been trying to do is dig up a lot of the writing by people who were on the front lines trying to stop holy wars by speaking out against them, because we do not listen to those people. If you engage in violence, if you claim to be carrying out a holy war, you make headlines. But if you go to the bomb craters produced by those holy warriors the next day and you fill them with flowers to show your opposition and risk your life doing that, you do not frequently end up on television screens. That is something we really have to change.

In my research I set out to meet as many people as I could who were doing what my father and so many of his colleagues were doing in Algeria back in the 1990s. I interviewed about 300 people from nearly thirty countries—from Afghanistan to Mali—to try to understand their opposition to fundamentalism and their experiences of being targeted by extremist violence. The people that I interviewed came from across a broad spectrum. They were religious believers, including some religious believers who were ardent secularists. They were also atheists, agnostics, free thinkers—many of whom said that their Muslim heritage or culture was important to them. This diversity of the people that we too easily sort of lump together and call simply “Muslims,” is a very critical thing to remember.

Let me just give a few examples of some of the people that I had the great honor of interviewing. Maria Bashir is the first and only woman chief prosecutor in Afghanistan. She has to have twenty-three bodyguards because she has not only faced threats to her life, but actual attempts to kill her. Nevertheless, Bashir is still prosecuting cases of violence against women and openly decrying the threat of the Taliban and the failure of the
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international community to keep its promises to the Afghan population—to women in particular. I interviewed people like Diep Saeeda, a Pakistani activist who organizes demonstrations on the streets of her native Lahore. After virtually every terror attack she is out there. She was out there after the attempt to kill Malala Yousafzai. She was out there when I was in Lahore working on my book leading a demonstration she had organized against the condemning to death of a Pakistani Christian woman named Asia Bibi for alleged blasphemy. At that protest you could see Muslims, Christians, and atheists—people across the religious spectrum—standing together. And they were doing this despite the fact that Diep Saeeda was receiving phone threats saying that suicide bombers would come to the demonstration. All of this is in the context of ongoing attacks in Lahore, so you had to take such threats very seriously.

When I think about the courage of these kinds of people out there doing this work, I ask myself again and again why is there so little discussion of them internationally, including in the discipline of international law, my field; and in the discipline of human rights, where I have worked the most. How is it that this truly global struggle against Muslim fundamentalists by Muslim people themselves—and the sacrifices that they make in carrying it out—is not recognized as one of the leading human rights issues in the world today? Why is this not at the center of our debates on these issues? The point of my research is to try to change that—to try to give these people the microphone for once.

Before I wrote the book, I wrote a more theoretical paper that gives the legal argument grounding the book, and I want to talk a little bit about that. The objective is to look at how the discipline of international law has failed to respond to this issue of Muslim fundamentalism and opposition to it. Basically, what I argue is that there has been a rather surprising silence on the topic in the field of international law for a variety of reasons. Before I delve into them, what we really have to grasp is that this silence comes in the face of movements that are posing massive threats to human rights. This is evident when you look at just the one example of the level of violence against religious minorities in Iraq and Syria by “Islamic State.” The United Nations has said that this may well rise to the level of genocide. So, we are dealing with massive threats to international law values and human rights, yet we are seeing a discipline that has unfortunately been largely silent in
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As an academic, I cannot go any further without defining my terms, so I have to explain what I mean when I use the term “fundamentalism.” Throughout this symposium, other people may use other terms: “extremism,” “jihadism,” or “religious intolerance” as is sometimes used in international law. I like the term “fundamentalisms”—note the “s.” As an aside, all of the world’s great religious traditions are struggling with movements one could label fundamentalist. On this symposium panel we mostly discussed Muslim contexts, but it is critical to underscore that there are other so-called holy wars that are going on in the world or have occurred recently, including the Sinhala Buddhist ethno-nationalist violence in Sri Lanka,10 or the violence of the Hindu Right today or going back to the pogroms in Gujarat against Muslims;11 or the history of violence by the Lord’s Resistance Army, a Christian Fundamentalist armed group in Uganda.12 There are other manifestations of this problem. I like this term “fundamentalisms” precisely because it is general and you can use it to talk about all of these movements.

I use a definition of the term from the Algerian sociologist Marieme Hélie-Lucas who says that fundamentalisms are “political movements of the extreme right which . . . manipulate religion in order to achieve their political aims.”13 It is critical to make the distinction that religion is the tool that is being used by these movements. At the end of the day, however, they are not essentially spiritual projects. They are political projects about taking power, about coercion in the state and in the society. Sadia Abbas has called this “the radical politicization of theology.”14 I have to be careful of projecting that there is some sort of monolith called fundamentalism that is the same everywhere, because these movements also have their own
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diversities, but a discussion of that remains beyond the scope of this essay.

Now this takes me forward to mention some of the challenges to
human rights from these movements. I do not have to explain this as much
as I used to. The media largely takes care of this for me, but I should stress
that we certainly are seeing widespread attacks by the armed wings of
Muslim fundamentalist movements. The majority of victims are people of
Muslim heritage, in countries like Afghanistan, Iraq, and Nigeria, but also
religious minorities. Unfortunately, I think the local casualties get a lot less
interest and a lot less coverage than do the Western casualties.

There also are other very serious problems: challenges to human rights
from these fundamentalist movements in Muslim contexts. One of the most
severe has to do with the systematic use of sexual slavery and rape by some
of these groups—whether it is Boko Haram in Nigeria, whether it is the so-
called Islamic State. It is truly shocking if you read the attempt at legal
justification that these groups issue for engaging in sexual slavery.15 There
are many instances of sexual violence in conflicts around the world. What is
particular about these is that they are openly argued, they are openly
acknowledged, and they are openly justified.16 Islamic State actually has a
slave market.17 Boko Haram’s leader actually said they were going to sell
the girls that they kidnapped in a market.18 This is very openly
acknowledged. Some of the Algerian armed groups did this back in the
1990s as well—not with an open slave market, but through the practice of
sexual slavery.

One of the things that is critical to understand when we look at this
violence is again the relationship between it and the underlying ideology.
There is a quote that I love from some Algerian women social scientists
who looked at the “holy war” that they were experiencing—the very unholy
holy war in Algeria in the 1990s—being waged by the armed Islamic group
that was the 1990s version of “Islamic State.” They said something very
important: “This absolute violence is neither a reflection of collective
insanity, nor of perversity nor of the sadism of particular individuals . . . but
is the consequence of a political project in which all practices are based on
juridico-religious justifications.”19 In other words, if you want to tackle this
violence you have to go after the underlying ideology that makes these
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justifications. It is not incidental violence; it is violence that is very specifically based in the fundamentalist ideology. I think about the brave campaigner against terrorism in Algeria—Cherifa Kheddar—who lost her brother and sister to the violence in the 1990s and now heads the Algerian Association of Victims of Islamist Terrorism or Djazairouna. She said, “We cannot defeat terrorism by an anti-terrorist battle without doing the anti-fundamentalist battle.”

How does international law then respond to these sets of challenges? Well, I am afraid that it has not done so very well, in my view. So you have Cherifa Kheddar left alone out there on the street protesting against killings of women by fundamentalist armed groups without a great deal of support from the fields of international human rights or international law.

Let me explain what I mean by the silences of international law here. If you look, for example, at just the scholarly output of those international lawyers writing in English, in recent years what you will find is a great deal of critique of the responses to Muslim fundamentalism and critique of the way in which the so-called war on terror was carried out. I agree with much of this critique in terms of its analysis of torture and unlawful uses of force and extraordinary renditions, and so on. But what is missing, what you do not find in that same literature is the concomitant analysis and critique of the transnational Jihadist networks themselves and the impact that they are having on the civilian population. The same thing is true with regard to the reporting of human rights non-governmental organizations. If you look at the United Nations, there certainly has been a great deal of activity around terrorism, and now increasingly around the very ambiguous concept of violent extremism, that is often not clearly defined. But there has been very little discussion of the underlying problem of fundamentalism that Cherifa Kheddar is so bravely campaigning against in North Africa.

There has been some acknowledgement in general terms. The Secretary General’s 2006 report to the General Assembly acknowledges that what he called “the politicization of culture in the form of religious ‘fundamentalisms’ in diverse religious contexts has become a serious challenge to efforts to secure women’s human rights,” but the U.N. system has been very nervous about going much farther beyond that. There is one very notable and important report back in 1999 of the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Religious Intolerance (who at that time was a Tunisian law
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professor named Abdelfattah Amor). In Amor’s report, he framed what he called “religious extremism” as a rising threat to human rights and called for the elaboration of a set of international standards for dealing with the problem of extremism—a recommendation that has never been heeded. That is very unfortunate. The disciplines of international law and international human rights have to take up this challenge as a way of supporting civil society groups on the ground that are pushing back against the so-called holy war.

To conclude, you can draw a sharp distinction here between the sort of euphemistic discussion of this or the squeamishness of talking about this topic in the field of international law with what the campaigners who have been on the front lines are actually saying. One of the challenges, of course, is that at the same time we are also seeing a very significant rise in discrimination against Muslims in the West. And how do we take on all of these issues at the same time? After the January 2015 Paris attacks, Zazi Sadou, who was a campaigner against Jihadist violence in Algeria in the 1990s, wrote something very important about this very challenge:

The fundamentalist movement tied to political Islam should be combatted everywhere. It is not a question of waging “a war against Muslims,” but of acting together to stop those who are killing us and throwing our children in the pyres that they are building everywhere. The hate of the other, the hate of the foreigner is the ingredient that feeds these fires. We must maintain solidarity and vigilance.
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It seems to me that that clarity, that specificity, that sort of principle of looking at both the problem of discrimination and at the very real problem of fundamentalist violence is the critical stance that the disciplines of international law and human rights need to take today. Most of all, we have to listen to the people who are pushing back and trying to stop the “holy wars” around the world. If we heed their words and work, we can make sure that the voices of tolerance are louder than the voices of intolerance around the world.